Theragem ‘Fusion Light Therapy’ and the Treatment of Cholesterol
‘Cholesterol from +259 to +210
No medication, just a single Theragem session every 6 to 12 months! ’
Etienne Verhasselt, Belgium

Cholesterol! A personal experience.
I am an intensive cyclist and compensate
business lunches with light evening meals,
weigh about 76 kg and am 1.82 in height. At
first sight nothing wrong with me.
During a six month blood research however it
shows my cholesterol levels are way too high.
In my opinion a generic .. on my father’s side
and a disturbance of the metabolism through
too much stress and to many visits to
restaurants. My GP suggested to use
medication. I chose for a treatment with
Theragem Fusion Light Therapy and a select
program for the program of cholesterol.

First the session starts with a so called
‘Elation’ therapy followed by the energetic
boosting of the Spleen to prepare my
biological terrain for the cholesterol session,
which for me is twice twenty minutes. One the
light heads with a Ruby gem cup, the other
light head with Diamant / Carnelian both
directed toward and covering the full liver
area on an Stimulating frequency on an 100%
intensity. The only thing I have to do is lying
on the massage table and I am very relaxed by
now.
A week later my blood is taken for testing. The
results are such that they are also for my GP
exceedingly surprising.
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Scheme of test results : The cholesterol levels of Etienne Verhasselt. First test taken on 1 January 2010 and
th
the second test 25 July 2010, a week after one Theragem session with the intention of lowering his
cholesterol levels (Editor’s note).
What is cholesterol?
Cholesterol is an integral part of our organism. The liver produces about 70% of our cholesterol, 30% is
produced out of our food. Cholesterol in our blood makes the connection with certain particles. We speak of
Low Density Cholesterol (CDL) and High Density Cholesterol (HDL) of which the LDL – particles transport the
cholesterol to the tissues via the blood veins, which we call bad cholesterol. HDL – particles form the good
cholesterol which transports the too much of the cholesterol of the tissues to the liver where it is being
eliminated.

